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Arcadia reView users can overlay both graphical and textual Arcadia reView users can overlay both graphical and textual 
comments on either completed designs or work in progress without comments on either completed designs or work in progress without 
effecting the original underlying data. Enabling a close working effecting the original underlying data. Enabling a close working 
relationship between different departments in the same company relationship between different departments in the same company 
or facilitates a closer collaboration between Customer and Supplier. or facilitates a closer collaboration between Customer and Supplier. 

Modifications are captured and saved in the original design ready Modifications are captured and saved in the original design ready 
to be considered for inclusion in the next release ensuring that to be considered for inclusion in the next release ensuring that 
amendments recording improvements are not overlooked.amendments recording improvements are not overlooked.



DRAWINGVIEW/MARKUP

REVIEW

FEATURES
View and Mark-Up Arcadia Schematics and Harnesses

View Arcadia Reports including Bill of Materials

Interactive Click and Trace to Follow Wires

Customers and Suppliers can Collaborate and Review

Monitor Progress Across Departments and Teams

Fast and Fluid to Navigate and Search

Seamless Exchange of Data Over the Internet

Get Valuable Feedback from your Installers

CREATE MARK-UP FOR REVISION MANAGEMENT
Extended Enterprise staff including workshop technicians, field service engineers, procurement, inspection & QA departments, 

after sales and service as well as facilitating commercial collaboration with Customers.

ADVANCED FEATURES

Installation  Feedback 

Installation teams can markup any 

feedback on harness routing issues 

directly onto the drawing as redline 

markup allowing all feedback to be 

captured in one location ready for the 

next harness revision.

Manufacturer Feedback

In conjunction with the techPubs 

publishing module you can create 

specific service publications for every 

variant of your product avoiding non-

specific content.

Drawing Release/Review 

Drawing checkers can add feedback 

directly to the drawing on the redline 

layer meaning there is no need for 

markup of any hardcopy or PDF markup 

which can be lost or missed.

REVIEW DRAWING MARKUP BENEFITS
Arcadia reView can be used by anyone that has an interest in the original Arcadia data. This can be a technician working on 

the factory floor, a field service engineer, goods receivable, procurement engineers or customers working in collaboration with 

their suppliers.


